
 
In Rhubarb Has A Cold,  Rhubarb has to  learn that sometimes when you’re poorly, it can be very 
frustrating, but resting will make you better more quickly. It’s an opportunity to explore illness and 
wellness with children.  Try the activities below or some of your own. 
 

Activity One: Glitter Germs 
 

Make sure children are not in best clothes!   
Cover a pencil with (hypoallergenic) hand cream mixed with glitter.   Ask the children to pass the 
pencil around to each other.   It works best  if they all write  their name or draw a circle before 
passing it on. 
Then get the children to see how far the glitter has travelled. You can obviously use any item which 
the children handle a lot – e.g. the water jug handle or a door handle and get them all to use the door. 
Explain that this is how germs travel and this is why they need to wash their hands with soap and why 
it is more important when they have touched something dirty, been to the toilet or have a cold. 
When the activity is finished, the children will need to wash their hands. As glitter is quite hard to 
wash off it will help to demonstrate that good hand washing, not a quick rinse, is needed. 
If you can get hold of an old computer keyboard it does a brilliant demo.  Put glitter cream on one 
child’s fingers and ask them to type some letters, older children can type the first names of their 
immediate family members. Then get the other children to do the same and see how they get the 
germs from the computer. 
 

Activity Two –  Symptom and Remedy Game 
This can be done inside if there is space to move about or outside on a dry day. 
Print off the A4 images of Remedies at the end of this document, space them all over the room or 
playground. You can use words too for older children. 
Print off the Symptoms on page 2 and cut them out. 
Explain to the children that you will show them a Symptom and they should run to their best Remedy. 
Sometimes more than one answer will be correct. If children always pick the ‘medicine’ option, get 
them to see if they can think of a second option or remove the medicine for a repeat round. 
You can also swap this game around, Jeopardy style, to ask “what symptom could you help with this 
remedy” and show them remedies. 
This helps children to think about things which can help their health, other than just “medicine”. 
Reinforce to the children that when they, or another child feels any of these symptoms, they should 
always make sure an adult knows about it. 
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Activity Three – What Makes Us Healthy? 
This activity is about asking the children to see what different things make us healthy. The aim 
is to focus on sleeping, eating good food, exercise and fun, being happy. The main message is that 
very few foods 
and make us unhealthy if we do them a lot. Others are healthy to do lots of the time and only a 
handful are never healthy. 
Mark three tables or areas of the floor with labels saying  “LOTS”  “SOMETIMES” and 
“NEVER”. 
Using magazines and books, ask the children to find pictures of things which make us healthy. 
Encourage them to find healthy foods, lots of pictures of people having fun by moving around and 
doing sports, smiling, being with people they love, etc for the “lots” pile.  Help them to realise 
that seated activities like TV and computers, and fatty, salty, sugary foods should go in the 
“sometimes” pile.  
They may not be able to find any “never” pictures but these should be restricted to  images 
which show dangerous activities or activities with no health benefits such as smoking or images 
of bullying. 
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cream 



honey & lemon 



wrap up 



drinks 



plaster 



mint 



ice pack 



sleep 



fruit 



medicine 



tissues 



soup 


